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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

RGS1 COOLPIX 0001 2000-01-01T00:00:00 COOLPIX NO

RGS2 COOLPIX 0001 2000-01-01T00:00:00 COOLPIX NO

2 Changes

This is the �rst release of a new alibration �le for making possible the removal of olumns har-

aterized by an anomalous large harge transfer ineÆieny in the RGS hips. The e�ets of these

anomalous olumns are not easily seen and are only pereptible by a ombination of large amounts

of data and enough signal on the hip. Fig. 1 shows the e�ets both in spae and energy plots on

one of the a�eted olumns, probably aused by harge traps in the olumn produing large CTI.

The normal energy region seletion, neessary for disrimination of the spetral orders, disards

onsequently a large part of the signal. Removal of suh suspiious "ool" olumns should learly

improve the quality of the spetrum.

Derivation of the "ool" olumns set was performed by the RGS instrument group at SRON

using all the Mkn421 data observed in the �rst 5 years of operations. The numbers of a�eted

olumns by the RGS1 and RGS2 instruments are 55 and 32, respetively.

A new funtion aessing these alibration data has been put in plae, whih is alled from the

SAS task rgsenergy, if the parameter "keepool" is disabled (eg. set to "NO"). The agged olumns

are then added to the agged bad pixels and bad olumns and handled in the same way. These

hanges are going to be e�etive with the release of SAS 7.0.
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3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

A general improvement in the spetral �tting quality an be expeted, espeially for the analysis of

small wavelength sale e�ets. This ould be heked using the RGS �rst order spetra from the

Mkn421 observation 0099280201, taken in revolution 165. Using a simple absorbed power law model

�ts were onduted with and without agging the ool olumns. In the latter ase the hisquare

was redued from 1.34/DoF to 1.11/DoF.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

The inlusion of "ool" olumns should improve the quality of spetral �tting, sine the e�etive

area for the hannels ontaining them will be properly alulated. These hannels appeared so far

very often as outliers in the �tted signal distributions, if a signi�ant signal was expeted.

Please take into aount that:

� the "ool" olumns were to a ertain perentage reognized as "low ount" olumns in the past

and have been onsequently agged as bad olumns for ertain periods of the XMM mission.

So the total number of 87 olumns whih an be agged through the inlusion of these new

CCFs is an upper limit, and the number of agged olumns in addition to the defaults depends

on the epoh of the observation,

� this new orretion should be applied mainly for the study of small wavelength e�ets and it

is therefore not implemented as a default hoie,

� at the moment the SAS implementation does not allow the user to separate "ool olumns" and

"bad olumns" for further quality seletion, eg. the "NEXT to BADPIX" agging (whih is

the default) applies to both types in the same way. Further studies should show if disentangling

them is advisable.

5 Expeted Updates

The evolution of "ool" olumns should be monitored for establishment of periods of validity. This

is onsidered diÆult, however, due to the large amounts of data neessary to this purpose.

6 Test proedures

General heks:
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� use FV (or another �ts viewer) for �le inspetion. It should ontain 1 binary extensions

(COOLPIX)

� use the upgraded SAS (inl. rgsbadpix 2.18.2) for validating ingestion and use of the ool

olumns information. Compare results with parameter keepool="yes" and ="no").

7 Summary of the test results

The �ts viewer fv was used to inspet the 2 CCF �les, wrt their struture, validity dates and ontents

of the extension. Everything OK.

rgspro has been ran with and without the new orretion on a Mkn421 dataset. Improvement

of the spetral �tting was ahieved, the olumns were orretly agged.
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Figure 1: Spatial and energy plots detail, showing an a�eted olumn by large CTI


